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Have been attending summer press events and mingling
with A-list celebrities!
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Crowds flocked to Mizani’s “Breakfast
with Beverley Knight” event. Our lovely
Editorial Assistant Akesha also had the
amazing opportunity to meet the lady
in person!

What amazing news
holiday! We won “B to get while on
SALON” at @hairmaEST LONDON
gazine Woop
woop x

Also

Our Editor Emily and Sales
Manager Leigh met hair
supremo Mark Hill during
our in-house shoot!

This month’s

We celebrated with Inanch
and Joe Emir following
Inanch’s Best Extensionist
win in the 2014 Hair Awards.
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Got a top tip for us?
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Salon chain with a difference

Since its launch in the US in 1975,
Supercuts has come a long way and is now
one of the fastest-growing Salon chains
in the UK. With a clear message to deliver top quality hairdressing with a lower
price tag and the offer of a walk-in service, the launch of the brand’s ‘Look. Cool.
Quick’ campaign aims to keep up with the fast-moving hair fashions and offer
an accessible and affordable route to looking as good as you
want more quickly. Supercuts salons are located conveniently
on high streets and in shopping centres, putting them within
easy reach of customers. Their window-displayed salon menus
mean that you know exactly what you’re getting and the cost
involved. With a young, unisex customer base, this makes it
easy to experiment with your style and achieve quality for
less. Their motto ‘Your style In your time’ makes Supercuts a
refreshing hair styling option on the high street.

To find your nearest Supercuts
salon visit www.supercuts.co.uk
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